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The GTM modules are developed to be connected to the GSM 900 and GSM 1800 using 
harmonized frequencies, therefore no particular notification has to be done. 
The company AXELPROD GSM Solutions declares its GTM products described in this manual are 
conform to the directive 1999/5/CE from march 9, 1999 (see conformity declaration). 
 
The information contained in this document is the proprietary information of AXELPROD GSM 
Solutions. The contents are confidential and any disclosure to persons other than the officers, 
employees, agents or subcontractors of the owner or licensee of this document,  
without the prior written consent of AXELPROD GSM Solutions, is strictly prohibited. Further, no 
portion of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form 
or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying and recording, without the prior 
written consent of AXELPROD GSM Solutions, the copyright holder. 
 
First edition (March 2003)  
 
AXELPROD GSM Solutions publishes this manual without making any warranty as to the content 
contained herein. Further AXELPROD GSM Solutions reserves the right to make modifications, 
additions and deletions to this manual due to typographical errors, inaccurate information, or 
improvements to programs and/or equipment at any time and without notice. Such changes will, 
nevertheless be incorporated into new editions of this manual.  
 
 
All rights reserved.  
AXELPROD GSM Solutions, 2001  
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GEMINI Introduction 
 

1.1 Notes  
  The following information shown in this document are preliminary information 

and are subject to change without prior notice. 
 
  The GEMINI is part of a new generation of wireless products using the 

GSM network (cellular phone network). This manual describes the GEMINI 
and its functioning. 

 
  They are intended to be used as a wireless embedded system, as an alarm 

system and/or as a telemetry device. The GEMINI can use SMS (Short 
Message System, 160 characters) to send on request periodical or simple 
queries, as well they are able to use a permanent connection (“DATA 
connection”, only on GEMINI version 2) to transmit all the programming 
messages for software applications through the world wide GSM network. 

 
  In typical applications, the GEMINI is a very effective solution taking into 

account very simple and low cost mean of information transportation (SMS). 
  Besides, the GEMINI can be used in many application such as security and 

alarm system, telemetry, remote control, asset management, vending 
machines, PLC, etc….  

 
  Beside normal programming, the GEMINI includes all SMS programming 

and modification functionality that belong to the actual GTM family. That 
means: SMS programming, SMS request, SMS programming modification 
and SMS remote control. 

 
 
 
  GEMINI kit includes  : 
 

• A GEMINI module. 
• An internal or magnet antenna with 2.5 meter cable. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Symbol :  
Remark

    
Important notice

 
  SMS GSM network Short Message System 
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2 GEMINI module description 
 
 
2.1 - Description 
 

The purpose of this document is the description of the GEMINI functioning 
and programming, This document is also valid for the GTM 16-6-0 GEMINI 
inside, (See GTM 16-6-0 section). 
The GEMINI modules are products able to transmit digital (typically 
alarms)values from the module to the operator through their inputs. They 
transmit these digital values through SMS messages in text mode. As well the 
GTM modules are able to interpret SMS message from the operator to 
activate or deactivate machines long distance (remote control). 
The GEMINI has been designed for deep integration. For finished product 
see the GTM 16-6-0 section. 
The GEMINI presents: 
- 16 digital inputs or 16 counting inputs using free potential contact. 
- 6 Digital outputs, open collector. 
 
 

2.2 - Mechanic  
 
GEMINI mechanical outlines: The GEMINI is mounted on a 82 x 64 mm 
PCB and has 2 fastening points for M3 screws 50x50mm. For more detail on 
PCB see annex A. 

(picture 1) 
 

 
 

S1 

1 

13 
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2.3 System connection 
 

System connection: The GEMINI provides 8 digital inputs, 6 digital outputs, 8 
analog inputs and the power supply. 

(table 1) 
 

System connection Corresponding to Reference 
   
1 POWER SUPPLY VCC SEE CHAPTER 2.4 
2 POWER SUPPLY GND SEE CHAPTER 2.4 
3 O1: OUTPUT 1, 5V SEE CHAPTER 3.3, 7.3.4  
4 O2: OUTPUT 2 SEE CHAPTER 3.3, 7.3.4 
5 O3: OUTPUT 3 SEE CHAPTER 3.3, 7.3.4 
6 O4: OUTPUT 4 SEE CHAPTER 3.3, 7.3.4 
7 O5: OUTPUT 5 SEE CHAPTER 3.3, 7.3.4 
8 O6: OUTPUT 6 SEE CHAPTER 3.3, 7.3.4 
9 DI1: DIGITAL INPUT 1 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
10 DI2: DIGITAL INPUT 2 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
11 DI3: DIGITAL INPUT 3 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
12 DI4: DIGITAL INPUT 4 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
13 DI5: DIGITAL INPUT 5 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
14 DI6: DIGITAL INPUT 6 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
15 DI7: DIGITAL INPUT 7 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
16 DI8: DIGITAL INPUT 8 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
17 DI9: DIGITAL INPUT 8 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
18 DI10: DIGITAL INPUT 8 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
19 DI11: DIGITAL INPUT 8 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
20 DI12: DIGITAL INPUT 8 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
21 DI13: DIGITAL INPUT 8 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
22 DI14: DIGITAL INPUT 8 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
23 DI15: DIGITAL INPUT 8 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
24 DI16: DIGITAL INPUT 8 SEE CHAPTER 3.1, 7.3.1 
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(table 2) Valid only for the future Hardware V3, not existing on Hardware V2 (GTM 16-6-0/v6.01/V3/0305) 

 
System connection Corresponding to Reference 

   
25 LI-ON NON RECHARGEABLE 

BATTERY GND 
SEE CHAPTER 6 

26 LI-ON NON RECHARGEABLE 

BATTERY 3.6V 
SEE CHAPTER 6 

27 GENERAL GND  
28 BACK UP BATTERY SEE CHAPTER 6 
29 3.6 VOLT POWER SUPPLY SEE CHAPTER 6 
30 5 VOLT POWER SUPPLY SEE CHAPTER 6 
31 SCL RESERVED 
32 SDA RESERVED 
33 MIC HF+ SEE GEMINI CORE HARDWARE MANUAL 
34 MIC HF- SEE GEMINI CORE HARDWARE MANUAL 
35 EAR HF- SEE GEMINI CORE HARDWARE MANUAL 
36 MIC MT- SEE GEMINI CORE HARDWARE MANUAL 
37 EAR HF+ SEE GEMINI CORE HARDWARE MANUAL 
38 EAR MT+ SEE GEMINI CORE HARDWARE MANUAL 
39 MIC MT+ SEE GEMINI CORE HARDWARE MANUAL 
40 EAR MZ- SEE GEMINI CORE HARDWARE MANUAL 
41 RING SEE GEMINI CORE HARDWARE MANUAL 
42 DCD SEE GEMINI CORE HARDWARE MANUAL 
43 DSR SEE GEMINI CORE HARDWARE MANUAL 
44 GSM RESET SEE GEMINI CORE HARDWARE MANUAL 
45 GEMINI RESET SEE CHAPTER 2.5 
46 GEMINI READY SEE CHAPTER 2.6 
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2.4 GEMINI Electrical data 
 
• System : GSM 900, class 4 (2W) et GSM 1800 (1W), Phase 2 + classe 1 
 
• Power Supply : 8 à 15 Volts, DC. 
 
• Battery: see ch.6 Battery section 
 
• Current consumption level 1, 2 : 40  mA, see ch.7 Power saving mode 
 
• Current consumption level 2, 3 : 0.2 mA, see ch.7 Power saving mode 
 
• Operating temperature : -20 à +55 °C 
 
• Operating temperature : 0 à +55 °C, battery powered 
 
• Storage temperature : -20 à +70 °C 
 
 
2.5 Resetting GEMINI Valid only for the future Hardware V3, not existing on Hardware V2 (GTM  
 16-6-0/v6.01/V3/0305) 
 

It is possible to reset the GEMINI by applying a maximum 5 volt pulse on 
pin 45 for at least 200 ms. This will result a reset of the electronic and the 
GSM. 

 
 
2.6 GEMINI ready not ready Valid only for the future Hardware V3, not existing on Hardware  
 V2 (GTM 16-6-0/v6.01/V3/0305) 

 
Through the pin number 46 the user can determine if the GEMINI is ready or 
not ready according to the scheme below. 
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3 Input output description 
 
The GEMINI presents: 
- 16 digital inputs with 8 configurable counting inputs (DI1 to DI8) using 

free potential contact. 
- 6 Digital outputs, open collector. 

 
 
3.1 Digital input description 

 
3.1.1 Connection 

 
The digital inputs are designed to receive an alarm signal from a free potential 
contact connected to ground as shown below: 

 
(picture 2) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Pin number: 9 to 24 
 

3.1.2 Electrical data 
 
The digital input are tied up through a pull resistor to 5 volts. Therefore, in 
case of free potential contact use no special requirement is needed. 
 
Minimum pulse duration (free potential contact closing time) : 0.5 s* 

 
* when WDX = 0 (see ch. 3.1.3) 

 

Power supply + 

Power supply GND 

Free potential contact : 
 
DI1 to DI16 
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3.1.3 Functioning 
 
  As soon a phone number is programmed the input is active. 

When the free potential contact closes after an alarm, the GEMINI detect it 
and goes on alarm mode. A flag is set for input 1 (if the alarm is on input 
1). This flag stays set as long as the alarm is “on” to avoid undesirable SMS 
to be sent continuously. 
The GEMINI waits the number of seconds programmed (“Delays before 
sending SMS”, #WDX), if the first destination number is programmed with a 
star (*) at its end, the GEMINI “re-check” the input at the end of the delay. 
If the alarm remains “on”, it sends the programmed SMS message (#MDX) 
to the destination (#TDXX). After “re-checking” if the alarm is not present 
anymore, the GEMINI goes back to idle mode if the programmed number is 
with a “*”. After the SMS is gone the GEMINI waits the number of minutes 
programmed (Delays after sending SMS “, #DDX) in order to receive a 
receipt by the destination.  
The receipt is made by a call done by the SMS destination operator, the 
GEMINI hangs up automatically and send back an “OK” SMS to the 
operator. Then the destination list is stopped. 
It is possible to program a message when the alarm disappears in order to 
have one SMS when the alarm appears and one SMS when the alarm 
disappears. 

 
  In order to make properly a receipt, the calling line identification must be 

enable on the calling GSM cell phone. 
 

Contact closed

wait 200ms

idle loop

alarm still
on?

no

yes

WDX =0?

Wait nb of seconds

number
programmed

with "*"?

alarm still
on?

send SMS message

DDX =0?

Wait nb of minutes

receipt?

more
destination ?

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

send SMS "OK"
yes

no

yes no

 

 

(chart 1) 
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3.1.4 Digital inputs used as counting inputs 
 

All 16 digital inputs can be turned to a counting input (#CD). Meaning that 
each input can count events independently through a free potential contact to 
GND. The connection is as picture 5 shows. A digital input as counter can 
count from 0 to 65535 (2 bytes). When 65535 is reached, the next pulse will 
set the counter to zero again without increment of any other counter. 
In order to turn a digital input to a counting input, a “C” must be programmed 
under “delay before sending SMS”. (see the GEMINI programming 
section, digital input programming) 
It is possible to program a counting threshold for each counting input (#CT). 
When the threshold is programmed for a specific counting input and the 
counter reaches this threshold, the SMS programmed (#MDX) for this digital 
input will be sent to the programmed destination (#TDXX). 
 
Maximum pulse frequency: 1Hz 
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3.2 Digital output description 
 

3.2.1 Connection 
 
The GEMINI presents 6 open collectors digital outputs. The output present 
an open collector in order to connect directly a relay, led or any device 
respecting the output electrical requirements. 

 
(picture 6) 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.2.2 Electrical data 
 
 

• Maximum voltage on OIX: 42 Volts 
• Maximum collector current: 50 mA 

 
 

3.2.3 Turning output 1 for a 5 Volts regulated voltage. 
Valid only for the future Hardware V3, not existing on Hardware V2 (GTM 16-6-0/v6.01/V3/0305) 

 
The GEMINI output 1 can be turned to a regulated 5 Volts power supply. 
Just check the box next to output name in the GE programming software. 
Turning output 1 as 5 Volts power supply will disable its functionality and can 
not be used as a standard output anymore. 
 

• Voltage : 5 Volts ±5% 
• Maximum current: 300 mA 

Power supply + 

Power supply GND 

Open collector outputs 
OI1 to OI6 

Power supply 
5 to 42 Volts 

 

Open collector output OI1 
To 
OI6 

LOAD 
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3.2.4 Functioning 
   

Output OI1 to OI6 can be activated and deactivated through SMS 
messages. 
 
 

Example: SMS message to send to the GEMINI to activate output 1: 
#1# or &1+ 

 
Example: SMS message to send to the GEMINI to deactivate output 1: 

#1* or &1- 
 

 
&1+ and &1- have been implemented in order to remote a GEMINI  by an 
other GEMINI . If the user whishes to remote control a GEMINI , the 
message for digital input 1 on the sending GEMINI , for example, must be 
programmed as follow: 
&1+ (to turn on output 1 of  the remote controlled GEMINI ) 

 
 
Each time an output is activated by “&1+”or deactivated by “&1-“ no SMS 
is sent back to the operator or the GEMINI . 
 
Each time an output is activated by “#1#”or deactivated by “#1*“ an SMS is 
sent back to the operator showing all input/output status 
 

Example:  
 
MODULE NAME: DI: 01101100 DO: 110011 AI:23.7/65.8/26.0/96.4/32.1/36.8/37.9/64.1/ 
C1:00259/C2:26358/C3:00000/C4:00012/C5:00000/C6:00000/C7:01258/C8:00000/23.6 
C9:00259/C10:26358/C11:00000/C12:00012/C13:12589/C14:00125/C15:01258/C16:00000/ 
 

• DO: 110011. Output status: 
  Input 1: active 
  Input 2: active 
  Input 3: not active 
  Input 4: not active 
  Input 5: active 
  Input 6: active 

 
 
 
 
In an other hand DO1 to DO6 are not affected by any power shut down, 
they remains at the same status when the power comes back.  
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3.3 SMS Chat 
 

3.3.1 Functioning, SMS Chat 1 
 
The GEMINI is able to receive 160 characters maximum on its RS232 Rx 
pin and send them according to a preprogrammed destination list (#TR1 to 
#TR8). 
The RS232 communication port requirements are: 
Baud: 2400, 4800, 9600 (default 9600) (#B) 
Parity: No 
Start bit: 1 
Stop bit: 1 
Data bit: 8 
No flow control 
 
To activate this function it is mandatory to program at least the first 
destination (#TR1). Once the first (or more) destination is programmed, 
every string of characters are sent to the preprogrammed destination. 
 
The remote unit (RU) connected to the GTM for the SMS Chat must used a 
standard serial cable non inverted male to female. It is strongly recommended 
to disable any interrupt on Rx on the RU side, only Tx will be used to 
transmit the characters to the GTM. 
If the SMS chat is activated (SMS chat 1, SMS chat 2 and SMS chat 3) 
output 1 and pin 46 is dedicated to give the GTM status, status “ready” or 
“not ready”, therefore do not use output 1 if you wish to use any SMS chat. 
(see picture 7). 
 
 

3.3.2 Functioning, SMS Chat 2 
 
The GEMINI is able to receive 160 characters maximum on its RS232 Rx 
pin and send them to any number that are present between two parentheses. 
Example: 
 
xyzxyz(+67488765634)Hello world 
 
The string “Hello world” will be sent to the destination +67488765634. 
The string “xyzxyz” will not be sent. 
(See SMS chat 1 for hardware information). 
 
 
Do not use “#” or “*”, it will result malfunctions. 
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3.3.3 Functioning, SMS Chat 3 Valid only for the future Hardware V3, not existing on Hardware  
 V2 (GTM 16-6-0/v6.01/V3/0305) 

 
The GEMINI is able to receive 160 characters by an incoming SMS 
representing a command. This “SMS command” is received by the GEMINI 
and forwarded to the remote controlled device through the RS232 COM 
port cable, see drawing below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Then the GEMINI wait the answer from the remote controlled device and 
send back the answer to the sending unit. The answer can not have more 
than 160 characters. If the remote controlled device does not give an answer 
after 10 seconds, an “OK” will by sent back by SMS to the sending unit. 
 
SMS syntax to send to the GEMINI: 
 
#D_SHOWDATA (“_” is a space) 
 
SHOWDATA is the command that will be forwarded to the remote 
controlled device. 
 

         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 

+ Alim 

R4K7 to R22k 

1 
1 

 

Supply 
Module ready 

Module not ready 

1

SMS sending GEMINI remote controlled device
GSM Network RS232 cable

Sending unit

 

If the SMS chat is activated (SMS chat 1, 2 or 3) 
output 1 and pin 46 is dedicated to give the GTM 
status, status “ready” or “not ready”. Therefore output 
1 must not be used for other purposes. 
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4 Functioning 
 

4.1 Turning on the GEMINI 
 
(see ch. 12.1 for SIM card insertion) 
 
In order to turn on the GEMINI, it must be properly powered. The start 
sequence is visible through the double led (red/green). 
 

(picture 11) 
 

 
 
 
 

4.2 Double led behavior  
 

At the turning on, the green led is on telling that the GEMINI is well 
powered. The red led starts to flash, telling the GSM part is in configuration 
mode, ~20 seconds.  
 
This 20 second configuration can be doubled if the inserted SIM card has 
already SMS memorized in its SMS memory. In this case, the GEMINI will 
erase them and start a new configuration process. 
 
After the GSM configuration, two situations might appear: 
1) Only the green led is “on” meaning that the GEMINI is ready to be 

programmed and to be used. 
2) Both leds are “on” meaning that the module is ready to be programmed 

but not ready to be used. 
 

Functioning 
double led 

GSM signal led 
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4.3 Led behavior 

 
 

The simple led has the same behavior as a standard GSM cell phone signal 
led with the following behavior: 
 
 
 
 
• Simple led 
 

(table 3) 

LED STATUS DEVICE STATUS 
  
Permanently off Device is off 
Fast blinking 
(period 1s, Ton 0.5s) 

Net search / Not registered / Turning 
off 

Slow blinking 
(period 3s, Ton 0.3s) 

Registered full service 

Permanently on A call is active 
 
 
 
 
• Double led 
 

(table 4) 

DOUBLE LED BEHAVIOR GEMINI STATUS 
  
Red led on SMS is on sending process 
Green led on GTM is in idle mode (waiting loop). 

Device is ready to be used or 
programmed 

Red led flashing GSM and GEMINI is under 
configuration. 

Green led on, red led on GTM is in idle mode (waiting loop). 
Device is not ready to be used but 
ready to be programmed 

Green led on, red led flashes every 
minute 

A periodical SMS is programmed 
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5 Power supply and battery (FUTURE)  
Valid only for the future Hardware V3, not existing on Hardware V2 (GTM 16-6-0/v6.01/V3/0305) 

 
The GEMINI offers various battery operation mode: 
 
1) Main battery: 12 Volts, lead 
2) Back up battery B1: rechargeable, 3.6 Li-on 
3) Internal Battery B2: non rechargeable, Li-on 3.6 Volts,  

 
P1, P2, P3, P4 DIL switch, S1 slide switch. (see picture 1) 

(picture 9) 
 

15 to 5V
regulation

5 to 3.6V
regulation

DC/DC
converter

GSM Electronic

P4

P3

P1 P2

B2

B1

1

2 25

26
28

S1

30 29

 
 
(table 5) 
 
CASE POWER SUPPLY Volts P1 P2 P3 P4 S1 CONNECTED 

TO 
1 Power supply 

(default) 
8 to 15 OFF ON ON OFF OFF 1, 2 

2 Power supply  5 OFF ON OFF OFF OFF 27, 30 
3 Power supply  3.6 OFF ON OFF OFF OFF 27, 29 
4 Main battery 8 to 15 OFF ON ON OFF OFF 1, 2 
5 Li-on rechargeable 

B1 
3.6 ON OFF ON OFF OFF 28, 29 

6 Li-on non-
rechargeable B2 

3.6 OFF OFF OFF ON ON 1, 2 

7 Li-on non-
rechargeable B2 

3.6 OFF OFF OFF OFF ON/OFF 25, 26 

 
 
S1 is a slide switch enabling the user to turn ON and OFF the GEMINI while it is powered by a 
non-rechargeable battery (B2) connected to contact 25, 26. 
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Case 1:  Power supply: 8 to 15 Volts, 500 mA minimum 
 
Case 2: Power supply: 5 Volts ±5%, 500 mA minimum 
 
Case 3: Power supply: 3.6 Volts ±1%, 500 mA minimum 
 
Case 4: Main Battery: Typically lead 12 Volts, replacement of the power supply. 
 
Case 5: Power supply: 8 to 15 Volts, and Li-on rechargeable  
  back up battery B1: 3.6 Volts, minimum 1000mAh, please ask  
  AXELPROD or your  nearest GTM dealer. 
 
Case 6, 7: Li-on non-rechargeable B2: minimum requirements.  
 
  Tadiran batteries: Series TLP-9X111, see www.tadiran.com 
 
  Nominal voltage : 3.7 V 
  Max. continuous discharge current : 100 mA 
  Pulse current capability : 300 mA 
  Nominal capacity : >= 2.4 Ah 
  Please ask AXELPROD or your nearest GTM dealer 
 
 
DIL Switch P1, P2, P3, P4: 
 

 
 

It is very important to respect the DIL switch configuration according to table 
3. A non respect can result malfunctions and even destruction of GEMINI. 

 
 

For any battery application, please consult your nearest GTM dealer for 
battery choice. 
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6 Power saving mode (FUTURE) 
Valid only for the future Hardware V3, not existing on Hardware V2 (GTM 16-6-0/v6.01/V3/0305) 
 

In order to save power on the batteries, the GEMINI offers three levels of 
power saving: 
 
1) Level 1: normal mode , electronic “ON”, GSM “ON”. 
 
2) Level 2: sleep mode , electronic “OFF”, GSM “OFF” until an alarm, a 

thresholds crossing or a periodical SMS occurs. The SMS is sent, then 
the electronic and the GSM stays “ON” until the alarm disappears. 

 
 
3) Level 3: deep sleep mode , electronic “OFF”, GSM “OFF” until an 

alarm, a thresholds crossing or a periodical occurs. The SMS is sent, 
then the electronic and the GSM go back to “OFF”. 

 
 
While the GSM is “OFF” no call or no SMS can be received by the 
GEMINI. However the user has the opportunity to program up to two 
minutes as waiting time for an eventual incoming SMS before get back to 
sleep or deep sleep mode. 
 
Level 2 navigates between level 1 when an alarm is active and level 3 when 
there is no alarm. 
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7. GEMINI  programming  
 
  The purpose of this section is the description of the programming software 

GTM Programmer VX.XX and the SMS programming functionalities. This 
programming software can be only used with the GEMINI  and its family 
(GTM 16-6-0). The following section will describe how to program the 
GEMINI  by the means of the programming software and through SMS 
messages. 

  The GTM programmer software must be installed on your PC following the 
read me file coming along. 

 
7.1 Recommendations 
 
  The SIM card must not be inserted before and during programming. This 

recommendation is to avoid undesirable SMS to be sent during 
programming. 

  Before programming and pushing on the “TEST” button, the GEMINI  must 
be properly powered, the green and red led must be on in a steady state. If 
either led flashes the module is not ready (see ch. 4, table 4). 

 
 
  Sim PIN code 
  The user has the choice between two PIN code situations: 
 

1) The user inserts a SIM card with PIN code disabled 
In this case it is not necessary to program the PIN code and the 
GEMINI  will operate with a SIM card with PIN code disabled all time. 
 

2) The user insert a SIM card with PIN code not disabled 
In this case the user must program the PIN code in order to use the 
GEMINI . During operation the GTM will enter the PIN code but will 
not disable it. In this situation, if the SIM card is robbed, it can not be 
used. 
 

  
  The whole programming is saved in a non volatile memory, therefore 

between turning on and turning off the GEMINI , the programming remains. 
If the SIM PIN code is not disabled (case 2). The SIM card PIN code 
programmed by the GTM programmer must correspond to the one given by 
the SIM card provider. 
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7.2 Introduction 
 
7.2.1 Establish serial communication 
 
  After the software installation (see readme file) the program can be run. 
  The first window presents the serial connection “TEST” button in order to 

reach the module. Choose the right Com Port and push on “TEST” button. 
After a few seconds the GEMINI module responds by giving the following 
message: 

 
Example: GTM 16-6-0 /VX.XX/VY/0000 
 
  VX.XX: Firmware Version 
 
  VY: GEMINI hardware version. Y=1 first version; Y=2 Second version, 

etc… 
 
  0000: Firmware launching date. WWYY, Week, Year 
 
 
  Each time the “TEST” button is pushed the green led is flashing, if it is not, 

the serial connection must be controlled. 
 
 
 
(Picture 10) 

 
 
 
  During programming or during a read session the green led flashes. 
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7.2.2 Import from a *.gtm files 
 
  The whole programming can be loaded from a text file *.gtm. This file 

regroup the programming previously saved by the menu “Export to *.gtm 
file”. 

 
 
  These *.gtm files are pure text files. They must not be modified by hand at 

any time. Modifying these files can generate bug in the software. 
AXELPROD GSM Solutions or any of its distributors will not be responsible 
for the troubles caused by modified files. 

 
 
  A “file open” window will appear and propose to load a *.gtm file. The 

*.gtm file is loaded and the user has the choice to program all in one click or, 
by choosing any of the menu, program only part of the programming. 

 
 
7.2.3 Export to a *.gtm files 
 
  The whole programming can be saved to a text file *.gtm. This file regroup 

the programming previously made by the user through the different windows 
proposed by the GEMINI  programming software. These file can be seen by 
the user using any text file editor, but these file must not be modified at any 
time. 

  The default name for the *.gtm file is taken from the menu “Module/name”, 
but any name can be given. 
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7.3 GEMINI  Programming 
 
  The GEMINI  has: 

- 16 Digital inputs, for free potential switch. 
- 16 Counting inputs. 
- 6 Digital outputs, open collector. 

 
7.3.1 Digital input programming 
 
  SMS, PC programming (see ch. 8). 
 
  The GEMINI  presents 16 digital inputs for free potential switch where the 

user might program for each input. The programming is presented on two 
different panels. Panel 1, inputs 1 to 8, panel 2, inputs 9 to 16. 

 
- An input name (#ND), inputs 1 to 8 
- An input name (#NA), inputs 9 to 16 
- A delay before sending the SMS (#WDX), inputs 1 to 8 
- A delay before sending the SMS (#WAX), inputs 9 to 16 
- An input re-check after the delay (#TDXX), inputs 1 to 8 
- An input re-check after the delay (#TAXX), inputs 9 to 16 
- A SMS message when the alarm appears (#MDX), inputs 1 to 8 
- A SMS message when the alarm appears (#MAX), inputs 9 to 16 
- A SMS message when the alarm disappears (#MRX), inputs 1 to 8 
- A SMS message when the alarm disappears(#MVX), inputs 9 to 16 
- 8 destinations of different kind: (#TDXX) 

o GSM cell phone (TDXX +4179…) 
o Fax (TDXX F+412256…) 
o Email (E)  
o Phone call (TDXX A+4122547..) 

- A delay after sending the SMS for receipt. (#DDX), inputs 1 to 8 
- A delay after sending the SMS for receipt. (#DAX), inputs 9 to 16 
- Counting input (#WDX C), (#CD),(#CT), only for inputs 1 to 8 
- Counting input (#WAX C), (#CE),(#CU), only for inputs 9 to 16 
- Normally closed, normally open (#WCX C,#WOX O), inputs 1 to 8 
-  Normally closed, normally open (for inputs 9 to 16, #SLX 20 for 

normally open, #SLX 80 for normally closed) 
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 (picture 11) 
 

 
 
 

• Input name: 10 characters maximum. 
 

• Delay before sending SMS: This delay postpones the SMS sending 
by the number of second specified under “Delay before sending SMS” (see 
picture 11).  Delay at 0 means the SMS is sent right away. 

 
 
• Input re-check: If the user wishes to control the input after the delay 
before sending, the first destination number must be programmed with one 
star at the end, as follow: 

Example:   +41795674532* 
After the delay, if the alarm remains, the SMS is sent, if it is not the GEMINI  
return to idle mode. 
 
• 8 destinations : The users can program up to 8 destinations of different 
kind. The number is written under “Enter number here” and add to the 
corresponding list by clicking on “Add number to DIX”: 
 

- Standard GSM cell phone: +41795698565 
- Fax: F+412278999699 (see ch. 7.3.8) 
- Email: E (see ch. 7.3.7) 
- Phone call: A+41225693265 

 To erase a number, click on the 
number you wish to erase 
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  In case of using the Phone call function (A+41225693265), the GEMINI  

calls the programmed number. The whole calling sequence lasts 30 seconds 
(approximately 10 rings), then the GTM hangs up and proceeds with the next 
destinations. 

 
• Delay after sending SMS: This delay enables the destination to stop 
the destination list. After receiving the SMS the operator makes a call, then 
the GEMINI  hangs up by itself and sends back an “OK” SMS to the 
operator. If the delay is 0 the module proceed with the destinations one after 
the other without waiting for a receipt. 

 
  The SMS will be send to the destinations spaced by the number of minute 

specified under (delay for receipt). If one of the destination makes a phone 
call to the GEMINI  module number after receiving its SMS and during this 
“delay for receipt”, the list is stopped and an “OK” SMS is send back to the 
user who made the receipt. 

 
  During this receipt delays no alarm or no input treatment will be done. 
 
  Any of the digital input can be turned to a counting input by programming 

under “delay before sending SMS” a “C”. Two more small windows will 
appear and propose to set the counter and to program a threshold if it is 
necessary. 
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7.3.2 SMS messages 
 
 
  32 messages for the 16 digital inputs can be programmed. The programming 

is presented on two different panels. Panel 1, inputs 1 to 8, panel 2, inputs 9 
to 16 
It is possible to program two messages for each input in order to have one 
SMS when the alarm appears and one SMS when the alarm disappears. 
 
Do not program any Alarm disappearing message if you use the 
corresponding input as counting input. 

 
(picture 13) 
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7.3.3 Outputs 
 
  A name for each output can be programmed. 
  Output 1 can be turned to a regulated 5 Volts power supply, (see ch 3.3.3). 
(picture 14) 
 
 

 
 
 
7.3.4 Module name  
 
  A name for the module can be programmed. This name will appear in front 

of a SMS after a receipt for the “OK” message, after a SMS programming 
for the “OK” message for any SMS request. 

 
(picture 15) 
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7.3.5 Periodical SMS 
 
  A periodical SMS can be sent up to 8 destinations of different kind. The 

SMS will be composed of : 
- Digital input status 
- Digital output status 
- Counter status, if used 

 
Example: 
 
MODULE NAME: DI: 0110 1100 0111 1100 DO: 110011 
C1:00259/C2:26358/C3:00000/C4:00012/C5:00000/C6:00000/C7:01258/C8:00000/ 
C9:00259/C10:26358/C11:00000/C12:00012/C13:12589/C14:00125/C15:01258/C16:00000/ 
 
 

• DI: 01101100. Input status: For free potential switch 
  Input 1: not active, switch open 

 Input 2: active, switch closed 
  Input 3: active, switch closed 
  Input 4: not active, switch open 
  Input 5: active, switch closed 
  Input 6: active, switch closed 
  Input 7: not active, switch open 
  Input 8: not active, switch open 
  Input 9: not active, switch open 

 Input 10: active, switch closed 
  Input 11: active, switch closed 
  Input 12: active, switch closed 
  Input 13: active, switch closed 
  Input 14: active, switch closed 
  Input 15: not active, switch open 
  Input 16: not active, switch open 
 

• DO: 110011. Output status: 
  Input 1: active 
  Input 2: active 
  Input 3: not active 
  Input 4: not active 
  Input 5: active 
  Input 6: active 
 
 

• CX: Counting input status, if used, corresponding to inputs 1 to 16. 
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  It is possible to program from 1 to 65535 minutes or from 1 to 65535 hours 
by programming M. 

(picture 16) 

 
 
  Programming a 0 as period will disable the periodical SMS. 
 
 
7.3.6 Email 
 

Some GSM operators offer the opportunity to send an email through an 
SMS: 

Swisscom example: 
SMS syntax: email_then the text to send to this  
  email through a SMS 
Number where to send the SMS: 555 
 
 
How to program GEMINI: “_” is a space 
 
The SMS programmed will be: info@axelprod.ch_helloworld 
The destination number will be: E555 
 
“hello world” will be sent to info@axelprod.ch 
 

7.3.7 Fax 
 
  After having programmed the right fax syntax under the menu “fax” you can 

add as destination any fax number by programming under “Enter number 
here” a “F” with the fax number right after. F+41225632569. 

  This is a service provided by the operator, therefore in order to properly 
program the fax function please refer to your operator. 

 
Swisscom example: 
  If an SMS has to reach a fax, Swisscom offers this opportunity with the 

following syntax: 
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SMS syntax: *FAX#then the text to send to a 
fax  
Number where to send the SMS: +41225632569. 
 

  The fax number must be programmed as a destination with an “F” in front 
(see digital input ch. 7.3.1) 

  The syntax “*FAX#” has to be programmed (see picture 17). 
 (picture 17) 
 

 
 
 
7.3.8 Security 
 
  A security can be programmed on SMS and/or on calls. If you choose to 

program “Y” on SMS and/or on calls, all incoming SMS or calling numbers 
will be compared to the programmed destinations. If the incoming SMS or 
calling number is part of the destination, the SMS request or the call is 
granted. Any other numbers will be rejected. 

 
(picture 18) 
 

 
 

 
 
7.3.9 Erasing all programming 
 
  By pushing “Erase all”, the whole programming will be erased. 
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7.3.10 SMS Chat 1 
 
  To use the SMS Chat 1 function it is mandatory to program the RS 232 

serial speed and the list of destination where the received character will be 
sent to. 

(picture 19) 

 
 
  To use the SMS Chat 2 and 3, no programming is necessary (see SMS 

Chat, ch.3.4 ). 
 
7.3.11 Prepaid SIM card credit.  
 
  Some GSM operators allow the user to get the remaining credit by using 

instant flash SMS. An example is shown bellows demonstrating how to get 
this remaining credit on a standard cell phone. 

 
Swisscom example: *130# and push on the YES button. A few second later an instant flash SMS 

is sent to the user. Ex: “Your remaining credit is CHFr 44,10” 
 
  *130# is called USSD string. The GEMINI  is able to be programmed in 

order to attached the incoming flash SMS on each SMS sent to the operator. 
The credit menu is shown below: 

(picture 20) 
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7.3.12 SMS counters. 
 
  It is possible to add at the end of the SMS sent to the user, two SMS 

counters. This counters helps for example when a period is programmed. 
Example: 
 
MODULE NAME: DI: 0110 1100 0111 0011 DO: 110011 SMS;123;002; 
 
Were: 
  123 is the number of SMS sent 
  002 is the number of SMS failed (after 3 attempts) 
 
  The counters are automatically reset to “000” after one of the two counters 

reaches 255. 
 
 
7.3.13 Signal quality.  
 
  It is possible to add at the end of the SMS sent to the operator one signal 

quality strength. A conversion table on signal strength can be found on annex 
B. 

Example: 
 
MODULE NAME: DI: 0110 1100 0111 0011 DO: 110011 SIGNAL;23 
 
Were: 
  23 is the signal strength according to table showed on annex B 
 
(picture 21) 
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8. GEMINI  SMS and PC programming commands 
 
  The purpose of this chapter is the description of the SMS and PC 

programming functionalities. Most of the PC programming position can be 
programmed by SMS. The 160 characters might be used respecting a 
special syntax in order to program the GEMINI properly. 

  After every programming SMS sent to the GTM, a receipt SMS “OK” is 
sent back to the operator if the syntax is right or a SMS “NOT OK” is sent 
back if the syntax is not right. 

 
8.1 SMS and PC programming, SMS and PC commands 
 
  Most of the programming positions have their own SMS command. The 

whole commands are regrouped in the following table:  
(table 6) 
 
SMS and PC commands SMS-PC 

commands 
Application PC SMS 

DIGITAL DELAYS BEFORE SENDING SMS #WD #WD1 to #WD8 YES YES 
DIGITAL DESTINATION PHONE NUMBERS #TD #TD11 to #TD88 YES YES 
DIGITAL SMS MESSAGES #MD #MD1 à #MD8 YES YES 
DIGITAL RETURN SMS MESSAGES #MR #MR1 à #MR8 YES YES 
DIGITAL DELAYS AFTER SENDING SMS #DD #DD1 to #DD8 YES YES 
DIGITAL COUNTERS, INPUT 1 TO 8 #CD #CD1 to #CD8 YES YES 
DIGITAL COUNTER THRESHOLDS #CT #CT1 to #CT8 YES YES 
DIGITAL COUNTERS, INPUT 9 TO 16 #CE #CE1 to #CE8 YES YES 
DIGITAL COUNTER THRESHOLDS #CU #CU1 to #CU8 YES YES 
     
DIGITAL DELAYS BEFORE SENDING SMS * #WA #WA1 to #WA8 YES YES 
DIGITAL DESTINATION PHONE NUMBERS * #TA #TA11 to #TA88 YES YES 
DIGITAL SMS MESSAGES * #MA #MA1 à #MA8 YES YES 
DIGITAL RETURN SMS MESSAGES * #MV #MV1 à #MV8 YES YES 
DIGITAL DELAY AFTER SENDING SMS * #DA #DA1 to #DA8 YES YES 
   YES YES 
PERIOD DESTINATION PHONE NUMBERS #TP #TP1 to #TP8 YES YES 
PERIOD #PM #PM YES YES 
     
DIGITAL INPUT NAMES #ND #ND1 to #ND8 YES YES 
DIGITAL INPUT NAMES * #NA #NA1 to #NA8 YES YES 
DIGITAL OUTPUT NAMES #NO #NO1 to #NO6 YES YES 
MODULE NAME #NM #NM YES YES 
     
SECURITY ON SMS #SS #SS Y, #SS N YES YES 
SECURITY ON CALLS #SC #SC Y, #SC N YES YES 
     
* FOR INPUTS 9 TO 16     
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SMS and PC commands SMS-PC 

commands 
Application PC SMS 

FAX #F #F YES YES 
ERASE ALL PROGRAMMING #XX #XX YES NO 
RESET THE GEMINI  * #* #* YES YES 
     
SENDING DIGITAL INPUT STATUS #DI? Digital inputs status YES YES 
SENDING DIGITAL OUTPUTS STATUS #DO? Digital outputs status YES YES 
SENDING DIGITAL COUNTERS STATUS #C? Digital counters status YES YES 
SENDING ALL INPUT/OUTPUT STATUS  #P All inputs/outputs status YES YES 
REMAINING CREDIT ON PREPAID SIM*** #J Prepaid SIM card credit NO YES 
PROGRAMMING THE SMS COUNTERS #SM #SM Y, #SM N YES YES 
RESET THE SMS COUNTERS #SM #SM# YES YES 
PROGRAMMING THE SIGNAL STRENGHT #SI #SI Y, #SI N YES YES 
PROGRAMMING THE DIGITAL INPUT. 
NORMALLY CLOSED/OPEN 

#WC, 
#WO 

#WC1 C to WC8 C 
#WO1 O to WO8 O 

YES NO 

SMS CHAT 3 #D #D NO YES 
ENTERING IN PC PROGRAMMING MODE #% #% YES NO 
 
*  “#*“ will reset all alarm flags and period, therefore all remaining alarm will be re-sent by 
SMS. 
*** see example. 
 
8.1.1 PC programming 
 

PC commands are explained below in order to let the user develop is own 
GEMINI programmer. In order to enter in PC programming mode the 
following procedure must be followed: 
 
1) Set up the corresponding COM port to: 9600 baud, 8 data bits, 1 start 

bit, 1 stop bit, no flow control 
2) To enter in PC programming mode, be sure to connect the serial cable to 

the right COM port. 
3) Turn ON the module without the SIM card and wait until the double 

LED is green/red in a steady state. 
4) Send “#%” and wait until the GEMINI has responded “GEMINI 

/VX.XX/VY/0000&” and the double LED turned to green. 
5) Then any command can be submitted to GEMINI see the above table or 

SMS and PC programming examples below. 
6) After the programming is over the GEMINI must be turned OFF and 

ON in order to reset it. 
 

After each PC request command the symbol “&”is added to the answer. 
After each PC programming command an answer “OK” is sent back.  
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8.2 SMS and PC programming example 
 
  *   numbers are dummy numbers 
  “_”  represents a space 

   
 

After each PC programming command an answer “OK” is sent back. 
After each SMS programming command an answer “MODULE NAME: 
OK” is sent back by SMS. 

 
Example 1: Programming first, second, third and the fourth destination for digital input 1 and 2.  
 
#TD11_+41795642158#TD12_+41782369854#TD13_+49659632578#TD14_+33698569874#
TD21_+39658965421#TD22_+35698569674#TD23_+44596325698#TD24_+41795642158 
 
 
Example 2: Programming the first destinations for digital input 11 to 14 with the function “re-check” 
 
#TA31_+41795642158*#TA41_+41782369854*#TA51_+49659632578*#TA61_+336985698
74* 
 
 
Example 3: Programming destinations fax and a phone call for digital input 3. After the alarm 
appears on input 3, the SMS programmed will be sent on the fax +41795642158 and right 
after a phone call instead of an SMS will by made to +49659632578. (see example 11). 
 
#TD31_F+41795642158#TD32_A+49659632578 
 
 
Example 4: Programming security, security on call and SMS 
 
#SC_Y#SS_Y 
 
 
Example 5: Programming SMS message for digital input 14 and digital input 7 
 
#MA6_Alarme on analog input 6, threshold crossed#MD7_Digital alarm on input 7, fire detection 
 
 
Example 6: Programming names for digital input 1 to 4 
 
#ND1_Fire detection#ND2_Gaz CO2#ND3_Temp detector#ND4_Home alarm 
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Example 7: Programming names for digital input 9 to 12 
 
#NA1_Fire detection#NA2_Gaz CO2#NA3_Temp detector#NA4_Home alarm 
 
 
 
Example 8: Delay before send SMS for digital inputs 1 and 2 (10 and 40 seconds), for digital inputs 
9 and 10 (15 and 30 seconds). Delay after sending (receipt delay) SMS for digital inputs 1 and 2 (5 
minutes) and for digital inputs 9 and 10 (8 and 2 minutes). 
 
#WD1 10#WD2 40#WA1 15#WA2 30#DD1 5#DD2 5#DA1 8#DA2 2 
 
 
Example 9: Programming first, second, third and the fourth destination for the periodical SMS and a 
period of 24 hours 
 
#TP1_+41795642158#TP2_+4178239854#TP3_+49659632578#TP4_+33698569874#PH_24 
 
 
Example 10: Programming the module name 
 
#NM_ Module DF00123 
 
 
Example 11: Programming the fax (Swisscom example) 
 
#F_*FAX# 
 
 
Example 12: Turning digital input 5 to a counting input, with a pre-set up of the counter 5 to 123 
and its threshold to 1200 
 
#WD5 C#CD5 123#CT5 1200 
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8.3 SMS or PC request example 
 

After each PC request command an “&” is added to the answer. 
After each SMS request command an answer including MODULE NAME 
and the answer is sent back. 
 
It is possible to request any of the programming position by sending an SMS 
or a PC request as follow: (see table6, ch.8.1) 

 
 

Example 1: Requesting digital input names 1 
 
#ND1? 
 
SMS response: MODULE NAME: ND1 Fire detection 
PC response: Fire detection& 
 
 
Example 2: Requesting destination 1 for digital input 1. 
 
#TD11? 
 
SMS response: MODULE NAME: TD11 +41795642158 
PC response: +41795642158& 
 
 
Example 3: Requesting the remaining prepaid SIM card credit. (Swisscom example) 
 
Only by SMS 
 
#J_*130# 
 
SMS response: MODULE NAME: Your remaining credit is CHFr 44,10 
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8.4 SMS and PC programming erase 
 
After each PC erase command an answer “OK” is sent back. 
After each SMS erase command an answer “MODULE NAME: OK” is 
sent back by SMS. 

 
It is possible to erase any of the programming position by sending an SMS or 
a PC command as follow: 
 

Example 1: Erasing destinations 1 to 4 for digital input 1 
 
#TD11#TD12#TD13#TD14# 
 
 
Example 2: Erasing delays for input 1 (delays before and after sending SMS) 
 
#WD1#DD1# 
(Erasing delays is the same as programming delays at 0) 
 
 
Example 3: Erasing all digital input names 
 
#ND1#ND2# ND3#ND4# ND5#ND6#ND7#ND8# 
 
Example 4: Clearing counter number 5 
 
#CD5# or #CD5_0 
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9. Tips 
 

1) When the security on SMS and on calls is activated (#SS Y or #SC Y) 
the calling number or the number that sends the SMS must be 
programmed as a destination somewhere in the GEMINI  programming 
memory. If the user wishes to add numbers when the security on SMS or 
on calls is activated, a possible solution would be to program the 
additional numbers to the periodical SMS phone number list 
programming the period at 0.  

 
2) If the user wishes to control the GEMINI  functioning, when it is on the 

field, a call might be done dialing the GEMINI SIM card number. The 
GEMINI will hang up the phone after one ring and sends back an SMS 
with all input/output status. If the security on calls is activated, be sure 
that the calling number is programmed somewhere in the GEMINI  
programming memory. 
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10. Particular considerations 
 
 

• We advise to use prepaid cards with GEMINI modules, because they have 
no monthly payment. Standard monthly payment card can be used with the 
GEMINI modules as well. 

 
• The operators offer more and more services in the field of prepaid SIM 

cards and SIM cards, please consult yours for this matter. 
 
• It is necessary to try a phone call to the GEMINI module during the tests. In 

fact, it is possible, depending on the operator, that the calling identification 
number is not complete or does not appear and the GEMINI can not send 
you back the SMS. In this case, it is recommended to use instead of the 
phone call the SMS command <#P> replacing the phone call. AXELPROD 
GSM Solutions is not responsible of this matter in any case. 

 
• AXELPROD GSM Solutions is not responsible of the SMS delivery 

between two different operators. 
 
• It is recommended to delete all the read SMS messages to avoid any 

misunderstood with an old SMS previously received. 
 
• For standard products, it is strongly recommended to check the GEMINI 

version software with this manual software description that you will find on 
the bottom of the first page. 

 
 
 
 
OPTIONS 

 
q SIM card, only for Switzerland 
q Accessories, consult AXELPROD GSM Solutions or your nearest GTM 

dealer. 
q 2.5 meter magnet antenna 
q 5 meter magnet antenna 
q Antenna extension, 10,5,3 meters 
q Demo board, consult us 
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11 GTM 16-6-0 (GEMINI Inside) module 
description 
 
 
11.1 - Description 
 

The purpose of this section is the description of the GTM 16-6-0 functioning. 
The GTM 16-6-0 modules is based on GEMINI, therefore refer to the 
GEMINI section for information on description and programming. 
The GTM 16-6-0 modules are products able to transmit digital and analog 
values from the module to the operator through their inputs. They transmit 
these digital and analog values through SMS messages in text mode. As well 
the GTM modules are able to interpret SMS message from the operator to 
activate or deactivate machines long distance (remote control). 
 
 

11.2 - Mechanic 
 

• OEM mechanical outlines: The GTM 16-6-0 is mounted on a 1.6 mm 
PCB and has 3 fastening points for M3 screws.   Units: mm   Tolerance: ± 0.2mm 

 
(picture 22)      (drw1) 
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• DIN mechanical outlines: The GTM 16-6-0 is mounted inside a 35 mm 
DIN rail housing serie 700 .   Units: mm   Tolerance: ± 0.5mm 
 

 
 
 
(picture 23) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

(picture 24) 
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11.3 System connection 
 

• System connection: The GTM 16-6-0 provides 16 digital inputs (or 16 
counting), 6 digital outputs. 

(picture 25) 

 
 

(table 7) 
 

System connection Corresponding to 
  
1 POWER SUPPLY VCC 
2 POWER SUPPLY GND 
3 O1: OUTPUT 1 
4 O2: OUTPUT 2 
5 O3: OUTPUT 3 
6 O4: OUTPUT 4 
7 O5: OUTPUT 5 
8 O6: OUTPUT 6 
9 DI1: DIGITAL INPUT 1 
10 DI2: DIGITAL INPUT 2 
11 DI3: DIGITAL INPUT 3 
12 DI4: DIGITAL INPUT 4 
13 DI5: DIGITAL INPUT 5 
14 DI6: DIGITAL INPUT 6 
15 DI7: DIGITAL INPUT 7 
16 DI8: DIGITAL INPUT 8 
17 AI1: DIGITAL INPUT 9 
18 AI2: DIGITAL INPUT 10 
19 AI3: DIGITAL INPUT 11 
20 AI4: DIGITAL INPUT 12 
21 AI5: DIGITAL INPUT 13 
22 AI6: DIGITAL INPUT 14 
23 AI7: DIGITAL INPUT 15 
24 AI8: DIGITAL INPUT 16 

13   14  15  16   17   18  19  20   21  22  23   
24 

1    2     3    4     5     6    7    8     9   10   11  12   
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12 Open the GTM 16-6-0 
 
 

12.1 SIM card insertion 
 
 
The module must not be powered during SIM card insertion. 
In order to use the GTM 16-6-0 a SIM card must be inserted. For security 
reason the SIM card is inside the housing. 
Care must be brought in order to protect the electronic from partial discharges, 
therefore the operator must be properly protected. 

 
 
  Sim PIN code 
  The user has the choice between two PIN code situations: 
 

3) The user inserts a SIM card with PIN code disabled 
In this case it is not necessary to program the PIN code and the GTM 
16-6-0 will operate with a SIM card with PIN code disabled all time. 
 

4) The user insert a SIM card with PIN code not disabled 
In this case the user must program the PIN code in order to use the 
GTM 16-6-0. During operation the GTM 16-6-0 will enter the 
programmed PIN code but will not disable it. In this situation, if the SIM 
card is robbed, it can not be used. 
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Steps to open the housing and insert the SIM card 
1)With a small flat screwdriver lift up slowly the housing on the right side of the 
antenna 

(picture 9) 

 
 

During base and cover separation,  care must be brought in order not to damage 
the antenna connection. 

 
2)Once the GTM 16-6-0 is opened, slide the SIM card inside the slot respecting 
the drawing. 

(picture 10) 

 
 

The GTM 16-6-0 provide a SIM card holder with a “PUSH PUSH” insertion 
system. Just push the SIM card until it is locked. 
To take off the SIM card just push one more time. 

 
3)Close back the housing 
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ANNEX A: GEMINI PCB drawing.  
 
Units: mm 

 

Valid only for the future Hardware V3, not existing on Hardware V2 
 (GTM 16-6-0/v6.01/V3/0305) 
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ANNEX B: Signal strength: 
 
 

Value Signal strenght Indication according to std GSM phone 
0 -113 dBm or less Signal very low. 
1 -111 dBm May indicate only 1 antenna bar 
2 -109 dBm May indicate only 1 antenna bar 
3 -107 dBm May indicate only 1 antenna bar 
4 -105 dBm May indicate only 1 antenna bar 
5 -103 dBm May indicate only 1 antenna bar 
6 -101 dBm May indicate only 2 antenna bar 
7 -99 dBm May indicate only 2 antenna bar 
8 -97 dBm May indicate only 2 antenna bar 
9 -95 dBm May indicate only 2 antenna bar 
10 -93 dBm May indicate only 3 antenna bar 
11 -91 dBm May indicate only 3 antenna bar 
12 -89 dBm May indicate only 3 antenna bar 
13 -87 dBm May indicate only 3 antenna bar 
14 -85 dBm May indicate only 3 antenna bar 
15 -83 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
16 -81 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
17 -79 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
18 -77 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
19 -75 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
20 -73 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
21 -71 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
22 -69 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
23 -67 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
24 -65 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
25 -63 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
26 -61 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
27 -59 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
28 -57 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
29 -55 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
30 -53 dBm May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
31 -51 dBm or more May indicate only 4 antenna bar 
99 Not detected No bar 
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ANNEXE C: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Declaration of Conformity 
 
 
Us  AXELPROD GSM TRANSMISSION 
 18, ch. Des Aulx 
 1228 Plan-les-Ouates 
 SWITZERLAND 
 
Declare under our own responsibility that the product family: 
 GTM, standing for Gsm Transmitter Module 
 
Which this declaration refers is conform to the following standards 
 
 
ETS 300 342-1 : Radio Equipment and Systems (RES)  
Ed2:1997   Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) for European digital cellular  
   telecommunications system (GSM 900 MHz and DCS 1800 MHz)  
   Part 1: Mobile and portable radio and ancillary equipment 
EN 61000-3-2:1995 : Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) - Part 3: Limits  

Section 2: Limits for harmonic current emissions (equipment input current up 
to and including 16 A per phase)  

EN 61000-3-3:1995 : Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) - Part 3: Limits  
   Section 3: Limitation of voltage fluctuations and flicker in low-voltage  
   supply systems for equipment with rated current < 16 A  
 
 
The GTM modules are developed to be connected to the GSM 900 et GSM 1800 using 
harmonized frequency. Therefore no particular notification has to be done. 
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LIMITATION WARRANTY  

Each GTM product is warranted to be free from detects in material and workmanship under normal us. The 
warranty period is one year and begins on the date code marked underneath the module or by the SMS command 
<#V>. Parts, product repairs and services are warranted for 90 days. This warranty extends only to the original 
buyer or end-user customer or a GTM authorised seller and does not apply, in AXELProd’s opinion, if the module 
has been misused, altered, neglected or damaged by accident or abnormal conditions of operation or handling. 
AXELprod warrants that software will operate substantially in accordance with its functional specifications for 
one year.  
 
GTM authorised sellers shall extend this warranty on new and unused products to end-user customers only but 
have no authority to extend a greater or different warranty on behalf of AXELprod. Warranty support is available 
if product is purchased directly from AXELProd or through a AXELProd authorised sellers outlet or Buyer has 
paid the applicable international price. AXELProd reserves the right to invoice Buyer for importation costs or 
repair/replacement parts when product purchased in one country is submitted for repair in another country. 
AXELProd,s warranty obligation is limited, at AXELProd option, to refund of the purchase price, free of charge 
repair, or replacement on  a defective product which is returned to a AXELProd authorised service center within 
the warranty period. 
 
To obtain warranty service, contact AXELProd or your nearest GTM authorised service center or send the 
product, with a description of the difficulty, postage and insurance prepaid (FOB Destination), to the nearest 
AXELProd authorised service center. AXELprod assumes no risk for damage in transit. Following warranty repair, 
the product will be returned to Buyer, transportation prepaid (FOB Destination). If AXELProd determines that the 
failure was caused by misuse, alteration, accident or abnormal condition of operation or handling, AXELProd will 
provide an estimate of repair costs and obtain authorisation before commencing the work. Following repair, the 
product will be returned to the Buyer transportation prepaid and the Buyer will be billed for the repair and return 
transportation charges (FQB Shipping Point). 
 
 
 
This document contains information proprietary to AXELProd. The contents are confidential and any disclosure 
to persons other than the officers, employees, agents or subcontractors of the owner or licensee of this 
document, without the prior written consent of the AXELProd, is strictly prohibited. No part of this publication 
may be reproduced, stored in retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or 
mechanical, including photocopying and recording, without the prior written consent of the copyright holder. 
First edition (January 2001) This manual is published by AXELProd without any warranty. Improvements and 
changes in this manual necessitated by typographical errors, inaccuracies, or modifications in programs and/or 
equipment, may be made by AXELProd at any time and without notice. Such changes will, however, be 
incorporated into new editions of this manual.  
 All rights reserved.  
 AXELProd, 2000  
Document version 1.0X, english version 
 Printed in SWITZERLAND.  
 Trademarks  
 
Company stamp/Signature 
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A complete manual of each GTM product is available for more details. 
 
Any contact should be done to your nearest GTM dealer or to : 
 

AXELProd 
18, ch. Des Aulx 

1228 Plan-les-Ouates/SWITZERLAND 
phone : +41 22 784 42 04 

fax : +41 22 784 43 05 
http ://www.axelprod.ch 

info@axelprod.ch 
 
 
 


